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pTRM (* 2440.7 mA/m)
BR06-1B
Ba = 52.9 ± 0.8 µT
Blab = 51.0  µT
q = 53.6
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pTRM (* 7311.2 mA/m)
RE3-3b
Ba: 99.1 ± 3.2 µT
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pTRM (* 779.17 mA/m)
R3a
Ba = 88.9 ± 5.8 µT








































pTRM (* 6600.9 mA/m)
1.00.50.0
Ba: 78.9 ± 3.0 µT
dT: 20 - 470 °C 
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y − σ2yS2x +
√
(σ2yS2x)2 − 2σ2xS2yσ2yS2x + (σ2xS2y)2 + 4S2xyσ2xσ2y
2S2xyσ2x

*" σ2x  σ
2
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(xi − x¯)− (yi − y¯)
N− 1 4
E" x¯  y¯ 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 no constraints, 100 years bins 





 the rest of materials 
























2 ]  the rest of materials
 potteries
R = 0.76
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 no constraints, 100 years bins 





 the rest of methods 























2 ]  the rest of methods
 Thellier with pTRMs
R = 0.89
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VADM the rest of materials [1022 Am2]
01[ slaireta









 no constraints, 100 years bin 
bricks:  8.5 % bins
ceramics: 13.2 % bins
clays: 14.3 % bins
ironslags:  1.9 % bins
kilns:  4.1 % bins
lavas: 14.7 % bins
miscellaneous:  8.1 % bins
ovens:  9.7 % bins
porcelains:  1.4 % bins
potteries: 15.1 % bins
sundried:  4.7 % bins
tiles:  4.3 % bins
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 no constraints, 100 years bin 
Thellier pTRM: 34.1 % bins
Thellier: 24.9 % bins
Shaw: 17.7 % bins
uwave: 23.3 % bins
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2 ]  the rest of methods
 microwave
R = 0.34
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 at least 3 samples, 100 years bins 





 lavas Thellier method 



























 lavas Thellier method
 all other data
R = 0.22
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(a) Hypothesis 1:  
     Continental drift (GAD)
(b) Hypothesis 2:  
      Non−dipole field (non-GAD)
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GAD + ND GAD + NDAZ
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(c) Hypothesis 3:  
     Non-averaged secular variation (GAD)
(d) Hypothesis 4:  
      Secondary component (GAD)
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